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Cool compact.
Hot stuff.
What’s not to love about the stylish and bang-ontrend design of the Picanto? From its eye-catching
exterior with signature grille, prominent headlamps
to the rear tail lamps, this is one chic model that’s
ideal for zipping around the city or zooming out on
the open road. Plus, with a selection of trendy body
colours to choose from, you can pick the perfect
Picanto for you.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.

Comfort in style.
Charisma in abundance.
Slide inside the Picanto and be impressed by its cool interior that feels super
compact and yet amazingly spacious. With intuitive modern design, premium
materials, ergonomic seating, cutting edge technology and the latest safety and
driver-assisted features, it’s a real feast for all the senses. So go on. Get in, get
comfy – and experience the delights and take it away.
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.
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Information at
your fingertips.
Living the moment means always being on. The Picanto is
packed with technologies to help you stay informed and inspired
while driving.

Bluetooth®: Better stay hands free while
driving so the Picanto comes with Bluetooth®
phone connectivity as standard.

Android AutoTM/Apple CarPlayTM. Bring the
best of your smartphone in your car. Every
Picanto with an 8-inch display supports Android
AutoTM and Apple CarPlayTM (grade dependent).

8-inch touchscreen navigation system.
The high-definition touchscreen provides
clear guidance to navigate to your chosen
destination using real-time traffic information
(grade dependent).

Audio system. The base audio system
includes a 3.8-inch monochrome screen with
DAB radio (grade dependent).

4.2-inch supervision monochrome cluster
display. This screen is positioned between
the rev counter and speedometer, and
provides access to essential vehicle status,
menus and trip data (grade dependent).

Kia Connect (UVO). Kia Connect (UVO) comes
free for seven years. Your satellite navigation
system, destination search and Points-ofInterest directory are powered by the Internet.
You can also find out about fuel station prices,
obtain weather forecasts and can interact
with your car through the Kia Connect (UVO)
mobile app (grade dependent).

Wireless phone charger. No cables? The
charging pad at the front of the centre
console lets you charge compatible phones
wirelessly (grade dependent).

Information and control service for your Kia; the services will be available free of charge for a period of seven years commencing on the day the vehicle is sold to the first owner of
the vehicle, i.e. the point in time the initial purchase agreement becomes effective, and may be subject to change during that period. Details of operation and terms of use can be
obtained from your Kia partner and on kia.com. Smartphone with iOS or Android operating system and mobile phone contract with data option necessary incurring additional cost.

The displayed Kia Connect (UVO) screens are for illustration purposes only and do not necessarily show the latest version of the Kia Connect (UVO) app and Kia Connect (UVO)
on-board services.
For any questions regarding regulations or legal details, please check the Kia Connect (UVO) Terms of Use.

Kia Connect (UVO)...
Your free seven-year connected services.
Kia Connect (UVO) opens your Kia to the world of connected services. Once activated, it enables a
number of essential digital features in your car. You can also install the Kia Connect app on your
smartphone and pair it with your Kia to control certain functions remotely and consult a wealth of
information about your car.

In-car services

Mobile application services
Vehicle status
The Kia Connect app gives you
an overview of your Kia’s status
including fuel/battery level, doors,
windows, bonnet or tailgate. It lets
you know if any of the vehicle’s
functions isn’t working properly.
You can also use the app to consult
information about your past trips or
to obtain a summary of key stats for
your past month’s driving.

Weather information
With up to three days’ weather forecast
available, you can check weather conditions at
your destination.
Points of interest
Are you looking for a place to eat, a local
business or the nearest ATM? All this information
and more is easily accessible via your Kia’s live,
connected directory.
Your free seven-year Kia Connect (UVO), once
activated, uses your vehicle’s embedded SIM card to
connect it to the world of live data.
Real-time traffic information
Your navigation system uses live traffic information
to recommend the best route and dynamically
predict the most accurate arrival time.
Speed cameras and danger zones
Be alerted to speed and traffic light cameras, and
to areas where accidents are particularly common.

Parking
Kia Connect (UVO) helps you find available parking
locations. It shows on- and off-street parking
locations, including prices and likely availability.
Fuel station information
The system shows you the nearest petrol stations
and prices to plan a refuelling stop.
Charging station information (electric and plugin hybrid vehicles only)
Your car gives you the location of charging
stations, with useful information such as availability
and charging speeds available.

Apple CarPlayTM is a smart, safe way to use your iPhone while
driving. It takes all the things you might want to do, and puts
them into your display, so you can get directions, make a call
and listen to music all while staying focused on the road.

Once Kia Connect (UVO) is
activated in your Kia, it gives you
access to a wide range of useful
functionalities through the Kia
Connect mobile phone application
(available on AppleTM and AndroidTM).

Notifications and remote door control
You get warned if your vehicle’s antitheft alarm is triggered or if you left
your doors unlocked. What’s more,
you can lock and unlock doors from
your phone, wherever you are.

Find my car and first/last
mile navigation
You can check the location of your
car from your smartphone. Your app
can also use augmented reality or
Google Maps to guide you to your
car. When driving and parking before
reaching your destination, your app
can give you guidance to walk the
last bit of the way using augmented
reality or Google Maps.

User-profile-linked vehicle settings
Select your preferred vehicle settings
from your phone for a tailored
experience once you get behind
the wheel.
Valet mode
Activate the valet mode in your car
and you can track its location and
speed on the app. Ideal when you
lend your vehicle to an airport’s valet
parking service.

Android AutoTM is designed to keep you perfectly connected to your
phone while minimizing distractions so you stay safe on the road.
The simple, intuitive interface lets you access features like Google
Maps, apps, music and voice control, and automatically organizes
info into simple cards that appear just when they’re needed.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features are not necessarily standard across the range.

Kia services are available free of charge for a period of seven years commencing on the day the vehicle is sold to the first owner of the vehicle and may be
subject to change during that period. You need a smartphone with iOSTM or AndroidTM operating system and your own data plan to operate the Kia mobile
application. Your Kia needs to be in a location with Vodafone mobile signal to connect to these services.
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Neat size. Surprising space.
The Picanto is cleverly compact, but it sure has a load a space. In fact, once
inside, the whole thing is surprisingly spacious, with plenty of head, shoulder
and legroom – even in the rear. Add to that some really slick extras like heated
steering wheel and front seats, and everyone will want to pile in for the ride
(grade dependent).
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.

More let’s do it.
More why not.
When you’re ready for anything, the Picanto is your best ever friend.
With its roomy cabin, clever rear folding seats offering a generous 255
litres of standard luggage capacity, plus a jaw-dropping 1,010 litres of
luggage capacity when the rear seats are folded down, you’re all set for
any adventure you fancy.

60:40 split-folding rear seats. Take whatever you need
with the flexibility of rear seats that split and fold 60:40 to
accommodate people or cargo.

Double tray. Located below the temperature controls, the
double tray is a great spot to store your shades or phone.

Front cup holders. Dual cup holders at the front of the
console keep your drinks close at hand – and if you prefer a
more flexible space, the cup holders can be easily stowedaway at the touch of a button.
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Efficient Engines.
Effective Anywhere.
The Picanto is designed to be highly efficient both in

Find Dealer

Safety first with
DriveWise technologies
The Picanto's DriveWise technologies set the
standard with an extensive range of in-built, active
safety and convenience features. They take the
strain out of driving and parking and - crucially are designed to keep you safe.

terms of performance and fuel economy.
It is perfectly suited to meeting city regulations as
well as exceeding your expectations on the open
road. Take your pick from the svelte and smoothrunning 1.0-litre DPi engine or turbo-charge your
drive with the 1.0-litre T-GDi.

Idle Stop & Go (ISG). ISG comes as standard on all Picanto
models and is designed to reduce fuel consumption by
shutting down the engine when the vehicle is at a standstill.

Manual Transmission. The Picanto’s 5-speed manual
transmission has been optimised to give a higher torque and a
longer gear ratio. That's why the engine not only offers good
acceleration and top speed, but it also makes gear changing
super smooth and responsive.

Automatic Transmission with Manual Mode (AMT). AMT
is an exciting, new and easy way to drive, and works just like
any other automatic transmission. At its heart, the system
includes a manual gearbox automated by an electric clutch,
meaning you benefit from the convenience of an automatic
transmission while enjoying the same economical fuel
consumption as a manual gearbox. What’s more, AMT comes
with a creep function - very useful in city traffic - allowing you
to move slowly by releasing the brake pedal..

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist. The system uses a frontfacing camera to guard against a collision with any vehicles or
pedestrians ahead. By warning you and braking automatically,
it can help you avoid, or reduce the severity of an accident.

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System. This system alerts you
when a tyre needs pressure adjustment.

Rear-view camera with dynamic guidelines. The rear
camera projects an image onto the 8-inch floating display,
along with dynamic guidelines to help you into place.

Rear parking sensors. Ideal for confident parking, these
ultrasonic sensors mounted on the rear bumper warn you of
any obstacles when manoeuvring into a parking space.

Build your Picanto

Uncompromising protection.

Great choice.

Complete peace of mind.

Good times.

The Picanto is serious about keeping you protected. With advanced active safety features and

Life is more fun with choices, and the great news is that
the Picanto comes with three – the cool Picanto base line,
the exciting GT-Line and the X-Line with more rugged looks.

rigorous attention to detail, it’s designed and built to safeguard you and your passengers at all times.
You can enjoy each and every ride, safe in the knowledge that you are being looked after.
Advanced high-strength
steel and hot-stamped
steel. The Picanto uses more
than 44% advanced highstrength steel, as well as hotstamped components in the
core stress areas. This greatly
improves average body
rigidity – enhancing cabin
protection and dynamic
performance.

Front/side/curtain. To help protect occupants and potentially
reduce injuries in the event of a collision, the Picanto offers
driver and front passenger airbags, two front-side airbags and
two side-curtain airbags.

Hill-start Assist Control. When at a standstill on an incline,
Hill-start Assist Control prevents you from rolling backwards.
It applies the brakes from the time you lift your foot from
the brake pedal, giving you a moment to switch your foot
smoothly to the accelerator.
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.

Electronic Stability Control (ESC). ESC ensures optimal
braking performance and directional control. It automatically
delivers the right amount of braking force to each wheel, based
on an evaluation of engine torque and driving conditions.
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A world of comfort.
Take your seats for true comfort that’s endlessly
chic to the eye and beautiful to the touch. From the

Smart key with engine start/stop button.
You can lock or unlock your Picanto without
taking your key out of your pocket or
handbag. Next? Simply press the engine
ignition button to start the car.

Picanto's heated steering wheel to its smart key,
you're bound to feel life with the Picanto is very
pleasant indeed.

MDPS with tilt steering wheel. Motor-Driven Power Steering
simplifies turning, while a tilt steering column helps you get in
and out.

Automatic air conditioning. Just set your preferred
temperature, and the automatic climate control monitors and
maintains it until you change or cancel the setting.

Wireless phone charger. Go wire free, with optional wireless
charging for compatible smartphones. The charging pad is at the
front of the centre console for easy access (grade dependent).

Alloy pedals. Racing-inspired alloy pedals add to the fun of
driving. Raised rubber grips help ensure confident footwork.

Folding door mirrors. Leave your Picanto neatly parked, with
door mirrors that fold when you lock the doors (grade dependent).

Auto light control. Set the stalk ring to Auto and the front and
rear lights will turn on or off depending on lighting conditions.

Sunvisor illumination lamps. It’s easy to stay stunning with
the handy illumination lamps. Simply pull down the sunvisor
and open the mirror to activate. There are lights at each side of
the glass, as well as a striking U-shaped mood light around the
sides and bottom (grade dependent).

USB port. Connect audio players and mobile devices via USB.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.

Sit back.
In style.

Accessorise
in style.

Take your seats for true comfort that’s endlessly chic to the eye and beautiful
to the touch. From stunning cloth to stylish artificial leather, to a bold sports
package, you’re bound to find the perfect seating to suit you and your
passengers for years to come.

Give your new Picanto an edge with a range
of functional and styling accessories. From
customisable options to express your style to
practical ways to protect your car, there’s the
perfect accessory for everyone.

Velour carpet mats. Keep your cabin unblemished for longer.
These high-quality velour carpet mats will protect your
Picanto’s interior from everyday dirt and enhance its look at
the same time. Tailor-made to fit the footwells perfectly, they
feature the Picanto logo in the front row and are held in place
with fixing points and antislip backing.

LED footwell illumination. Give your cabin the red carpet
treatment with this premium touch that bathes the front
footwell in exquisite ambient light whenever the doors are
unlocked, fading out when the engine starts. Available in
stylish red and classic white.

Entry guards. First impressions always count. These
aluminium entry guards give a flash of premium shine to
welcome passengers to your Picanto. They’re a custom fit
and feature the Picanto logo.

Boot liner. However wet, muddy or grimy things get, this
custom-made liner will protect your boot area. It is durable,
anti-slip and waterproof with raised edges. The textured
anti-slip surface helps prevent loads moving around.
Custom-made and designed to complement the interior of
your car carrying the Picanto logo branding.

Tailgate trim line. Make sure your Picanto is as unique as
you are. Now you can make an eye-catching style statement
on the road. Add a striking design detail and colour accent to
your Picanto's exterior with this tailgate trim line. Available in
elegant silver, piano black and vibrant red.

Black Cloth Upholstery

Premium Black Cloth Upholstery

Black and Red Faux Leather Upholstery

Black Faux Leather Upholstery with Green Stitching
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10 more reasons
to join our Kia family
Now there are even more reasons to buy a stylish, technology packed Kia.
Peace of mind comes as standard when you join the Kia family with the Kia
Promise - 10 great owner benefits when you buy your Kia and register at MyKia.

There are a lot of things to consider
when buying a new car. Compromising
on reliability in the long term shouldn’t
be one of them. That’s why Kia have
redefined quality and offers a unique,
industry-leading 7 year or 100.000
miles warranty for your peace of mind.

Our Driveaway Insurance has you
covered from the minute you leave
the Dealership. We will also give you
a £250 Excess Return Voucher which
pays you back regardless of who you
are insured with providing you call
Kia Accident Aftercare before you call
your insurance company. We will also
provide you with a competitive quote
for your annual cover.

Our 24/7 Roadside Assistance package
is designed for Kia owners in partnership
with the RAC. All new cars have
complimentary cover for 12 months
from the first date of registration. If you
register on MyKia, you can unlock Kia
Roadside Assistance Plus, giving you
the highest level of cover provided by
the RAC, including onward travel and
European cover.

Order Genuine Kia accessories, where
and when you need them! Our Click
& Collect service offers choice and
convenience, recognising your model
from the registration number to
ensure you get exactly what you need.
Then simply collect at your nearest
Dealer, where they can fit them too.

Online
service
booking
offers
convenience and flexibility 24/7.
Offering quality and value at one of
our Dealers nationwide. Kia trained
technicians use the latest diagnostic
equipment and technology. All of our
Genuine Kia parts come with a 2 year
warranty. Fully inclusive pricing at the
click of a button.

When you own a Kia, you become
part of the family and benefit from
a relationship based on trust and
transparency. When you visit one of
our dealers for a service, your vehicle
will benefit from a complimentary
Health Check, a wash and vacuum
and alternative transport if needed.
Welcome to the Kia family!

Available to all Kia owners, whoever your
insurer and whatever the circumstances,
Kia Accident Aftercare will take care of
things for you. We will liaise with your
insurer, provide a free courtesy car
and ensure your car is repaired at a Kia
Approved Bodyshop using Kia repair
methods and original parts.

Kia offers you free seven-year
connected services with Kia Connect
(UVO). Once activated in your vehicle,
Kia Connect (UVO) enables a number
of digital features in your car like realtime traffic data. You can also install
the Kia Connect (UVO) app on your
smartphone and pair it with your Kia to
interact with your vehicle in new ways.

We have partnered with Pod Point
and bp pulse so you can quickly and
conveniently charge your electric and
plug-in hybrid Kia at home.

Kia Charge makes public charging
easy. Kia Charge is the only solution
you need to charge your electric or
plug-in hybrid Kia across multiple
networks in the UK and Europe.

For complete peace-of-mind, Kia can offer you a great value
fixed-price servicing package for your Picanto which is called
Kia Care. Please speak to your Kia dealer for more information
and pricing. Terms and conditions apply.
Log onto www.kia.com/uk for details.

5-year paint warranty & 12-year anti-perforation warranty
High-quality body paint ensures long-lasting protection and shine
for your new Kia. It also comes with superior corrosion protection
and a 12-year warranty against rust from the inside out.
Financing
Your local Kia dealer can help you with a financing plan
that’s best suited to your needs. Log onto www.kia.com/uk
for more details

7-year vehicle warranty.
Every Kia benefits from a 7-year/ 100,000 miles new car warranty (up to 3 years unlimited; from 4 years 100,000
miles). This bumper-to-bumper warranty is free and transferable to subsequent owners, provided the car is regularly
maintained in accordance with the servicing schedule. (Terms and exclusions apply)

*For full terms, conditions and exclusions please visit kia.com/uk

Fully unlock these benefits
when you register at

MyKia
Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification.

www.kia.com/uk

All information and illustrations are based on data available at the time of print (September 2021)
and are subject to change without notice. Contact your local Kia dealer for current information
and full warranty details including terms and conditions. Imagery shown throughout this
brochure is for illustrative purposes only and not to UK specification. Features shown are not
necessarily standard across the Picanto range.
Kia UK Limited
Walton Green
Walton-On-Thames
Surrey
KT12 1FJ
Freephone: 0333 2022990
www.kia.com/uk

The new Picanto
The new Picanto ‘1’
Paint colours

Wheels

Engine and transmission
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed manual 2WD

Honey Bee
(Standard Paint)
Blue Breeze
(Optional Paint)
Clear White
(Optional Paint)
Silver Frost
(Premium Paint)

14" Steels with Cover
(175/65R14)

Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)

'1'
● 14"

● Black

● MFR

Steel Wheels with Cover
(Multi-Focus Reflector)
Headlights with Black Bezel
● Daytime Running Lights
● Rear Fog Light
● Front Electric Windows
● Remote Central Door Locking &
Fold-away Key
● 3.8" Monochrome Audio display
● USB Port
● Bluetooth® with Music Streaming
● 2-speaker audio System
● 60:40 Split Folding 2nd Row Seats
● 2.6" Monochrome Cluster Display
● Trip Computer

● Twin

Cloth Upholstery
Front, Side & Curtain Airbags
● Automatic Headlight Control
● All-round Height Adjustable Headrests
● Anti-Theft Alarm System
● Driver and Front Passenger Sunvisors
with Vanity Mirror
● ABS with Electronic Brakeforce
Distribution (EBD) & Brake-Assist
System (BAS)
● Electronic Stability Control (ESC) &
Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)
● Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
● Torque Vectoring Brake Based &
Straight-Line Stability (SLS)

Advanced Driving Assistance Pack
(ADAP). Subject to special order.
● Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist
(FCA) City
● 4.2" Supervision Monochrome
Cluster Display
● Speed Sensing Auto Door Locking

The new Picanto ‘2’
Paint colours

Wheels

Blue Breeze
(Optional Paint)
Clear White
(Optional Paint)
Silver Frost
(Premium Paint)

14" Alloys
(175/65R14)

Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)

'2' (adds over '1')
Alloy Wheels
Coloured Exterior Door Handles
● Body Coloured Mirrors
● Black Radiator Grille with
Chrome Surround
● Electrically Adjustable & Heated
Door Mirrors
● Front & Rear Electric Windows
(Driver's Auto Up/Down)
● Air Conditioning
● 4-speaker audio System
● 4.2" Supervision Monochrome
Cluster Display
● Premium Black Cloth Upholstery
● Silver Paint Finished Interior
Door Handles

● 14"

● Steering

● Body

● Leather

*Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour

Engine and transmission
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed manual 2WD
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed AMT 2WD

Honey Bee
(Standard Paint)

Wheel Mounted Controls
Trimmed Steering Wheel
● Leather Trimmed Gearshift
● Driver's Seat Height Adjustment
● Front Seatbelt Height Adjusters
● Front Passenger Seatback Pocket
● High Gloss Lower Centre Fascia Trim,
Door Armrest and Air Vents
● Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist
(FCA) City

The new Picanto
The new Picanto ‘3’
Paint colours

Wheels

Engine and transmission
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed manual 2WD
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed AMT 2WD

Honey Bee
(Standard Paint)
Blue Breeze
(Optional Paint)
Clear White
(Optional Paint)
Silver Frost
(Premium Paint)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)

15" Alloys
(185/55R15)

Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)

'3' (adds over '2')
● 15"

Alloy Wheels
Exterior Door Handles
● Front Fog Lights
● Electrically Folding, Adjustable
& Heated Door Mirrors with
LED Indicators
● Automatic Air Conditioning
● 8" Touchscreen Satellite Navigation
● 6-speaker audio System
● Kia Connect**
● Apple CarPlayTM & Android AutoTM **
with Voice Control
● Cruise Control & Speed Limiter
● Reversing Camera System with
Dynamic Guidelines
● Chrome

● Centre

Console with Storage Box &
Sliding Armrest
● Rear Parking Sensors*

* Parking sensors may not match exterior body colour
**Apple CarPlayTM/Android AutoTM/Kia Connect - compatibility and functions may vary due to the model year of mobile device and the version of software installed

The new Picanto
The new Picanto ‘X-Line’
Paint colours

Wheels

Engine and transmission
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed manual 2WD
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed AMT 2WD

Honey Bee
(Standard Paint)
Clear White
(Optional Paint)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Astro Grey
(Premium Paint)
Lime Light
(Premium Paint)

16" Alloys
(195/45R16)

'X-Line' (adds over '2')
● 16"

Alloy Wheels (X-Line)
Sports Front & Rear Bumpers
with Gloss Black Skid Plates Twin
Exhaust Trim
● Black Side Sill Mouldings and
Wheel Arch Cladding
● Bi-Function Projection Headlights
● LED Daytime Running Lights
● Front Fog Lights
● LED Rear Lights
● 8" Touchscreen Display
● Apple CarPlayTM with voice control**
● Android AutoTM with voice control**
● Reversing Camera System with
Dynamic Guidelines
● Rear Parking Sensors*
● Refined

● Silver

& Green Accents, Door Armrest,
Lower Centre Console Trim & Air Vents
● Electrically Folding, Adjustable &
Heated Door Mirrors with LED
Indicators
● 6-speaker audio System
● Black Faux Leather Upholstery with
Green Stitching
● Privacy Glass (Rear Windows & Tailgate)
● Satin Chrome Interior Door Handles
● D-Cut Steering Wheel with
Green Stitching
● Metal Pedals

The new Picanto ‘X-Line S’
Paint colours

Wheels

Engine and transmission
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed manual 2WD
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed AMT 2WD

Honey Bee
(Standard Paint)
Clear White
(Optional Paint)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Astro Grey
(Premium Paint)
Lime Light
(Premium Paint)

16" Alloys
(195/45R16)

'X-Line S' (adds over 'X-Line')
● Chrome

Exterior Door Handles
Air Conditioning
● Smart Key with Engine
Start/Stop Button
● 8" Touchscreen Satellite Navigation
● Kia Connect**
● Wireless Mobile Phone Charger
● Cruise Control & Speed Limiter
● Heated Front Seats & Steering Wheel
● Dual Height Luggage Area Floor
● Driver and Front Passenger
Sunvisors with Vanity Mirror
(Illuminated Driver's Side)
● Automatic

*Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour
**Apple CarPlayTM/Android AutoTM/Kia Connect - compatibility and functions may vary due to the model year of mobile device and the version of software installed

The new Picanto
The new Picanto 'GT-Line'
Paint colours

Wheels

Engine and transmission
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed manual 2WD
1.0 DPi 66bhp 5-speed AMT 2WD
1.0 T-GDi 99bhp 5-speed manual 2WD

Honey Bee
(Standard Paint)
Clear White
(Optional Paint)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Astro Grey
(Premium Paint)
Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)

16" Alloys
(195/45R16)

'GT-Line' (adds over '2')
● 16"

Alloy Wheels (GT-Line)
Sports Front & Rear Bumpers
with Gloss Black Skid Plates Twin
Exhaust Trim
● Body Coloured Side Sill Mouldings
● Bi-Function Projection Headlights
● LED Daytime Running Lights
● Front Fog Lights
● LED Rear Lights
● 8" Touchscreen Display
● Apple CarPlayTM with voice control**
● Android AutoTM with voice control**
● Reversing Camera System with
Dynamic Guidelines
● Black & Red Accents, Front Door Armrest
● 6-speaker audio System
● Black & Red Faux Leather Upholstery
● Refined

● Electrically

Folding, Adjustable & Heated
Door Mirrors with LED Indicators
● Privacy Glass (Rear Windows & Tailgate)
● Satin Chrome Interior Door Handles
● D-Cut Steering Wheel with Red
Stitching

The new Picanto 'GT-Line S'
Paint colours

Wheels

Engine and transmission
1.0 T-GDi 99bhp 5-speed manual 2WD

Honey Bee
(Standard Paint)
Clear White
(Optional Paint)
Midnight Black
(Premium Paint)
Astro Grey
(Premium Paint)
Chilli Red
(Premium Paint)

16" Alloys
(195/45R16)

'GT-Line S' (adds over 'GT-Line')
● Chrome

Exterior Door Handles
Air Conditioning
● Smart Key with Engine
Start/Stop Button
● 8" Touchscreen Satellite Navigation
● Kia Connect**
● Wireless Mobile Phone Charger
● Rear Parking Sensors*
● Cruise Control & Speed Limiter
● Heated Front Seats & Steering Wheel
● Dual Height Luggage Area Floor
● Driver and Front Passenger
Sunvisors with Vanity Mirror
(Illuminated Driver's Side)
● Automatic

*Parking Sensors may not match exterior body colour
**Apple CarPlayTM/Android AutoTM/Kia Connect - compatibility and functions may vary due to the model year of mobile device and the version of software installed

